Enrollment holds
Make sure to check your enrollment holds and resolve them so that you aren’t prevented or delayed from enrolling during your enrollment appointment time. The Bursars’ Office has a [Guide to Managing Holds](#) – check it out!

From the Computer Sciences Department:
We pause our processing of declaration requests due to allocating our resources elsewhere during the “peak-peak” advising season. Due to CS major declaration requirements, this pause is intended to encourage students to declare sooner rather than later as their records will not be changing during the semester. Encouragement to declare sooner will allow for easier access to CS advising appointments and announcements. As the primary person reviewing/processing declarations, the pause also allows me to focus on the enrollment management and advising pieces during peak times.

Regarding course access – CS 540 is currently the only Comp Sci course that is restricted to CS students and DS students only until Wednesday, November 29.

From the MATH Department
In Spring 2024, MATH 320 (Linear Algebra and Differential Equations) LEC 006 will be an Accelerated Honors (!) section.

To ensure that students understand the difference between this section and the other sections of MATH 320, students will need to be given permission from the math department to enroll in LEC 006 of MATH 320. A link to a form to request permission to enroll in this lecture will be added to Course Search & Enroll no later than November 6, 2023.

From Information Sciences (for DS Majors):
Please note that some of the Data Science upper-level major elective may have priority enrollment for spring that does NOT include Data Science majors. Examples of this include STAT 309, LIS 407 and 464. If you wish to take these courses you will have to wait until the courses open more generally to non-Stats or non-iScience majors later in the enrollment process. In the meantime you should identify a back-up course that you can enroll in now and if you need help with this, please talk to your advisor or email [dsmajor@stat.wisc.edu](mailto:dsmajor@stat.wisc.edu).